
Market Overview
International markets rallied in the rst quarter, continuing their strong rebound from late last year. Optimism around prospects for
China’s reopening provided some support to an otherwise weakening global economic backdrop. Long- term interest rates were
volatile during the quarter as investors debated the trajectory and level of in ation. Initially investors thought that the trajectory was
lower as global supply chain congestion continued to normalize from COVID-19 pandemic levels and commodity prices broadly
fell. Despite signi cant interest rate hikes over the past year, unemployment remained stubbornly low in the United States and was
a contributing factor to slightly higher-than-expected Consumer Price Index (CPI) data. Long and short-term interest rates
ultimately fell as fears of a global banking crisis developed late in the quarter, suggesting that the coordinated rate-hike cycle could
be nearing an end.

Meanwhile, corporate pro ts remained resilient. Despite fears of an energy crisis last year and a banking crisis this year, in addition
to the cumulative effects of signi cantly higher interest rates, many international companies continue to deliver solid quarterly
results. Company managements have broadly reported easing cost and supply chain pressures but maintain an element of caution in
the outlook for the full year. Despite higher costs and interest rates compared to last year, MSCI EAFE EPS growth expectations of
4% for the full year 2023 have not changed much in the rst three months of the year.  

After beginning the year with a strong rally of over 8% by early February, international equities consolidated much of these gains as
fears of a global banking crisis developed; depositors ed from failing Silicon Valley Bank in the United States, while in Europe,
Credit Suisse was forced to sell to UBS to prevent further contagion. As a result, investors quickly and signi cantly repriced
expectations for future rate hikes. is lower rate environment breathed new life into beleaguered high growth, more expensive
technology and consumer stocks, helping the international benchmarks nish the quarter near their highs for the period.

Currency volatility fell, as the US dollar weakened just 1% during the rst quarter. With signi cantly discounted valuations and
still better corporate pro t growth than the United States, the MSCI EAFE benchmark continued to outperform.  

Portfolio Review
e Lazard International Equity Select with Emerging Markets Portfolio outperformed the MSCI ACW ex-US Index during the
period on a net of fees basis. We continue to believe that the international equity market is moving from one which had been
dominated by extremes for the past three to four years, to one that is led, once again, by fundamentals. While in each individual
quarter there may be one dominant style such as low quality or expensive growth, over multiple quarters, and particularly over the
past year, this dominance has dissipated.

Performance in the rst quarter was supported by high quality outperformance, particularly during March when interest rates fell
after the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank and Credit Suisse, catalyzing a move to quality.

Positives

• In neon (1.1% weight), based in Germany, is the market leader in power semiconductors with a focus on the automotive
industry. e stock rose 36% during the period. In February, In neon reported a solid set of rst quarter scal year (FY) 2023
results. e company initially raised its operating pro t margin outlook for FY2023 to 25%, up from 24%, and later guided for
high 20% in its preannouncement for the second quarter. e preannouncement also highlighted that In neon expects FY 2023
sales to be meaningfully above consensus, with a corresponding positive impact on operating pro t margin. We believe our thesis is
playing out: e trajectory of In neon’s margin pro le is improving as price increases come through amid the abating semi supply
problem.

• Within the industrials sector, we had positive stock selection from both more cyclically oriented companies like Ryanair and more
defensively oriented companies like RELX. is industry-level of differentiation helps illustrate our belief that fundamentals are
becoming the key driver of stocks as opposed to style.

 • RELX (3.2% weight), based in the United Kingdom, is a professional publisher which owns quality information assets and
focuses on development of sophisticated information-based analytics and decision analytics tools which are of high value to
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customers. It is the market leader in science/technical/medical (STM), risk, events, and legal platforms. e stock rose 18% after
delivering a solid set of fourth quarter 2022 results, growing revenue at 9% and earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization (EBITDA) at 15%. RELX announced a consensus-beating buyback of £800 million (vs. £500–600 million
expectations), and solid guidance for 2023. Management reiterated its strategy of gradually accelerating topline growth by pushing
more into faster growth segments of analytics, and growing costs less than revenue to drive consistent margin expansion. ese
results are supportive of our investment thesis and reinforce both the quality of the business as well as the solid runway for growth.

• Ryanair (1.8% weight), based in Ireland, is a leading provider of low-cost passenger airline services across Europe. Ryanair shares
rose 24% after management revised guidance higher for scal year 2023 following a strong travel season over Christmas and an
improved outlook for this coming summer. Demand for travel post-COVID has been strong, despite consumer in ationary
pressures, which has allowed Ryanair to maintain higher fares. ird quarter results highlighted that Ryanair bene ted from both a
lower cost of oil and an increase in the number of people traveling. We are encouraged by the growing cost advantage of Ryanair
versus its peers that has resulted from industry consolidation during and after the pandemic, which should help the airline continue
to expand its competitive advantage.

Negatives

• Merck KGaA (1.4% weight) is a German healthcare and chemicals conglomerate. Shares traded down ahead of its quarterly
report, declining 3% during the quarter, as the market was expecting earnings downgrades. However, most of the cuts were related
to COVID and foreign exchange, and the key drivers for each business remain strong. Fourth quarter sales were in line with
expectations, but EBITDA missed due to increased investment spending and a one-time inventory adjustment. Its semiconductor
business grew strongly as supply chain constraints began to abate. Longer term, we believe Merck stands to bene t from re-shoring
trends, major biopharmaceutical innovations (e.g., in Alzheimer’s), and semiconductor growth. Additionally, we believe its
pharmaceutical business is set to accelerate with two promising pipeline candidates that are expected to come to market in the
coming years. We continue to believe Merck is positioned to deliver over 6% organic sales growth and 9–11% earnings per share
(EPS) growth per year, and our thesis remains intact.

• Suncor (1.9% weight), based in Canada, is an integrated energy company. Shares underperformed, declining 1% during the
period, in a lower oil price environment despite reporting fourth quarter results that were largely in line with consensus. Suncor
believes it will hit its $12 billion net debt target, which was at the lower end of its range and means 75% of free cash ow, rather
than 50%, will go to reducing the share count, increasing shareholder returns. We continue to own the stock and believe the long-
term story remains intact.

Outlook
As we entered the year, investors had been focused on lower in ation expectations potentially enabling central banks to slow the
pace of interest rate increases. is, coupled with increasing expectations for China’s reopening to augment global economic growth,
fueled a low-quality rally that began in late October 2022 and persisted through January 2023. e early February US employment
report was stronger than expected, meaning that the signi cant rate hikes over the past year have yet to negatively impact
employment. is stubbornly high employment suggested to the market that central banks may need to continue their aggressive
rate hikes in order to fully conquer in ation. Interest rates began to rise again as a result, with the US 10-year bond yield climbing
to more than 4% by early March for the rst time since early November when in ation was believed to have peaked.  

en, as fears of a systemic banking crisis began to unfold— rst in US regional banks, then in European banks—the interest rate
picture changed quickly and dramatically. is provided substantial evidence as to the difficulty in positioning portfolios for
macroeconomic outcomes and reinforced our belief that stock selection is where we should continue to focus our attention.  

We believe the Silicon Valley Bank and Credit Suisse issues were idiosyncratic and should not lead to a systemic banking crisis.
Given the bank’s concentrated client base and duration mismatch between assets and liabilities, the issues that sank Silicon Valley
Bank were indeed analyzable in advance. Credit Suisse was a low-quality investment bank and had been generating signi cant
operational and litigation-related losses for numerous years. We did not see a path for improvement in nancial productivity and
therefore did not own it. When the bank was faced with having to raise fresh equity capital to fortify the balance sheet once again,
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investors chose to ee this time instead. While we believe that these issues were idiosyncratic and not representative of a larger
banking crisis, we recognize that con dence is critical for the banking industry and fear of contagion remains a key risk to markets.  

Meanwhile, corporate pro ts have remained resilient, but under the surface we have seen pressure in some areas of discretionary
spending such as marketing and apparel. After 18 months of signi cant price increases, we see more examples of material impact on
demand. ere is a fading con dence that companies can maintain prices as raw material prices roll over in a softer demand
environment. is dynamic should separate the companies with true pricing power and those reliant on benign economic
conditions. We continue to spend a signi cant amount of time analyzing the ability of companies to maintain margins in this more
fragile environment. is is where we believe fundamentals and differentiation will matter.

We believe that our experiences with the pandemic and geopolitical tensions will have lasting implications for us all. e sharp rise
in energy prices has made clear that the energy transition is not only for the climate, but also a geopolitical imperative. A re-
evaluation of economics and pro tability versus certainty of supply is resulting in a shift to more regional supply chains—most
notably for the semiconductor industry where we have signi cant investments.

How the relationship between China and the West develops remains as critical as ever now that Xi Jinping has cemented his
position of power as China’s leader. Navigating this geopolitical frontier will likely remain a focus for businesses and investors in the
years ahead. e shift in the cost of capital has exposed the fragile foundation of high growth companies with unproven nancials
and a reliance on cheap funding. Meanwhile, the demand destruction observed in countries with a rapid rise in energy cost
illustrates that commodity booms are hard to sustain.

Central banks determined to reign in in ationary pressures, combined with pressure on disposable incomes and a downward draft
in asset prices, continues to create a challenging economic backdrop for markets. e ability to balance economic growth with
efforts to bring in ation back to target levels will help determine the direction of markets in the year ahead. While the near-term
outlook is uncertain, market volatility may provide opportunities for stock selectors to invest in great businesses at more attractive
prices. e team is optimistic about the investment opportunity set presented in today’s market.

Stock selection, not sector or regional allocation, has driven the long-term track record of the strategy. At the company level, we
seek a balance between nancial productivity and valuation. At the same time, we look for market inefficiencies—mispriced assets,
restructuring, and compounders—as our primary sources of potential alpha.

By continuing to focus on stock selection, the investment team remains con dent that the strong long-term track record of the
strategy has the potential to continue.

Important Information
Please consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses carefully before investing. For more
complete information about The Lazard Funds, Inc. and current performance, you may obtain a prospectus or summary
prospectus by calling 800-823-6300 or going to  www.lazardassetmanagement.com. Read the prospectus or summary
prospectus carefully before you invest. The prospectus and summary prospectus contain investment objectives, risks,
charges, expenses, and other information about the Portfolio and The Lazard Funds that may not be detailed in this
document. The Lazard Funds are distributed by Lazard Asset Management Securities LLC.

Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed by Lazard Asset Management LLC or
its affiliates (“Lazard”) to be reliable. Lazard makes no representation as to their accuracy or completeness. All opinions
expressed herein are as of the published date and are subject to change.  

The performance quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The current
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. An investor may obtain performance data
current to the most recent month-end online at  www.lazardassetmanagement.com. The investment return and
principal value of the Portfolio will fluctuate; an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than
their original cost.

Different share classes may have different returns and different investment minimums.

Please click here for standardized returns:  
https://www.lazardassetmanagement.com/us/en_us/funds/mutual-funds/lazard-international-equity-select-portfolio/F125/S38/
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Allocations and security selection are subject to change.  

Mention of these securities should not be considered a recommendation or solicitation to purchase or sell the securities. It
should not be assumed that any investment in these securities was, or will prove to be, profitable, or that the investment
decisions we make in the future will be profitable or equal to the investment performance of securities referenced herein. There
is no assurance that any securities referenced herein are currently held in the portfolio or that securities sold have not been
repurchased. The securities mentioned may not represent the entire portfolio.  

Equity securities will fluctuate in price; the value of your investment will thus fluctuate, and this may result in a loss. Securities
in certain non-domestic countries may be less liquid, more volatile, and less subject to governmental supervision than in one’s
home market. The values of these securities may be affected by changes in currency rates, application of a country’s specific tax
laws, changes in government administration, and economic and monetary policy. Emerging markets securities carry special
risks, such as less developed or less efficient trading markets, a lack of company information, and differing auditing and legal
standards. The securities markets of emerging markets countries can be extremely volatile; performance can also be influenced
by political, social, and economic factors affecting companies in these countries.  

The MSCI All Country World ex-US Index (ACWI ex-US) is a free-float-adjusted, market capitalization–weighted index designed to
measure the performance of developed and emerging equity markets outside the United States. The index is unmanaged and
has no fees. One cannot invest directly in an index.  

The MSCI EAFE Index (Europe, Australasia, Far East) is a free-float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to
measure developed market equity performance, consisting of developed market country indices excluding the United States
and Canada. The index is unmanaged and has no fees. One cannot invest directly in an index.  

Certain information included herein is derived by Lazard in part from an MSCI index or indices (the “Index Data”). However,
MSCI has not reviewed this product or report, and does not endorse or express any opinion regarding this product or report or
any analysis or other information contained herein or the author or source of any such information or analysis. MSCI makes no
express or implied warranties or representations and shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any Index Data or data
derived therefrom.  

Certain information contained herein constitutes “forward-looking statements” which can be identified by the use of forward-
looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “intent,” “continue,” or “believe,” or the
negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events
may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements.  
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